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Abstract 
In our study, the general results from the theory of elliptic equations are applied in order to obtain the existence and 
uniqueness ofthe generalized solutions for the boundary value problems inelasticity of dipolar materials with voids. 
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I. Introduction 
The theories of the bodies with voids do not represent a material ength scale, but are quite 
sufficient for a large number of the solid mechanics applications. Our present paper is dedicated to 
the behavior of the porous solids in which the matrix material is elastic and the interstices are voids of 
material. The intended applications of this theory are to the geological materials, like rocks and soils 
and to the manufactured porous materials. First, we write down the basic equations and conditions of 
the mixed boundary value problem within the context of linear theory of dipolar bodies with voids, 
as in paper [4]. Next, we use some general results from paper [2], in order to obtain the existence 
and uniqueness of a weak solution of the problem. For convenience, the notations and terminology 
chosen are almost identical to those of [3, 4]. Let B be an open region of Euclidian three-dimensional 
space and bounded by the piecewise smooth surface OB. A fixed system of rectangular Cartesian 
axes is used and we adopt the Cartesian tensor notation. The points in B are denoted by (xi) or 
(x). The variable t is the time and t E [0, to). We shall employ the usual summation over repeated 
subscripts while subscripts preceded by a comma denote the partial differentiation with respect o 
the spatial argument. We also use a superposed ot to denote the partial differentiation with respect 
to t. The Latin indices are understood to range over the integers (1,2,3). The behavior of dipolar 
bodies with voids is characterized by the following kinematic variables: 
ui = ui(x,t) ,  q)jk = q)jk(x,t), ¢r = a(x , t ) ,  (x , t )  E Bx[0,t0). (1) 
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Our paper is concerned with an anisotropic and nonhomogeneous material. We restrict our con- 
siderations to the elastostatics so that the basic equations become 
- the equations of equilibrium 
( Zij -~- ~]ij ) , j  -~- ~Fi  = O, IAijk, i + rbk + ~Ga.k = 0; (2) 
- the balance of the equilibrated forces 
h~,i + g + oL  = 0; (3) 
- the constitutive quations 
"Cij ~- C(jmnF, rn n -~- amnij~m n -~- Fmnrij)~mnr -]- a~ja + di j~a k, 
l~i j = Gijmng, mn -~- Bijmn~)mn + DijmnrZmnr -~- bija + ei jka,~,  
#ijk z FijkmnF, mn -~ Dmnijk ~)mn -A r- Aijkmnr)~mnr A t- Cijk(7 --~ f j kmf f ,  m, 
hi = dmnig, mn "~- CmniYmn ~- fmnriZmnr -J- di a + Oija, j, 
g = -a i je i j  - bi j?q - CijkXijk -- d ia,  i - ~a; (4) 
- the geometrical equations 
1 ~ij = ~(Uj, i "q- Ui,j ), 7ij = Uj, i - -  ~Dij, Xijk = qgjk, i, (7 = )) - -  •0" (5) 
In these equations we have used the following notations: 
0 - the constant mass density; u~ - the components of the displacement field; ~oj.~ - the components 
of the dipolar displacement field; v - the volume distribution function which in the reference state 
is v0; a - a measure of the volume change of the bulk material which results from void compaction 
or distention; F~ - the components of the body forces; Gjk - the components of the dipolar body 
forces; L - the extrinsic equilibrated body force; g - the intrinsic equilibrated force; T, ij , llij, JAij k 
- the components of the stress tensors; hi - the components of the equilibrated stress; eij, 7ij, Z~jk - 
kinematic haracteristic of the strain; Aijkm,r, a i j ,B i jm,,  b i j , . . . ,  ~-  the characteristic prescribed functions 
of material and they obey the following symmetries 
Cijmn = Cmnij = Cjimn, Bijmn = Bmnij,  Gijmn = Gijnm, 
Aijkmnr = Amnrijk, Fiijkmn = Fijknm , aij = aji, gij = 9ji. (6) 
The physical significances of the functions L and hi are  presented in the works of Goodman and 
Cowin [1], and Nunziato and Cowin [5]. 
2.  Ex is tence  and  un iqueness  theorems 
In this section we use some results from the theory of eliptic equations in order to derive the 
existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of the mixed boundary-value problem in the context 
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of dipolar bodies with voids. Throughout his section we assume that B is a Lipschitz region of the 
Euclidian three-dimensional space. We use the notations 
W = [wI'Z(B)] 13, W0 = [W01'Z(B)]J3, (7) 
with the convention that A 13 =A×A×. . .  ×A and where W k'm are the familiar Sobolev spaces. In 
other words, W is defined as the spaces of all u = (ui, q~j, a), where ui, q~j, a c W~'2(B) with the 
norn l  
= [UiIwI'2(B) AI- Z 2 I~, j lw, , : (~ . (8 )  
i=l j=l i=1 J 
Let 0B = Su tO St tO C be a disjoint decomposition of 0B where C is a set of surface measure and & 
and St are either empty or open in 0B. The following boundary conditions are used: 
bli = ~li' ~OJ k = ~jk' a = C? on &, 
ti ~ ('Cij q- qij )nj = ?i, Izjk =-- Itijkrli = fijk, h ~ hirti = h on &, (9) 
where fi~,~j~, ~ E WI'2(&) and ?~,fijk, ~ CL2(St). 
Also we define V as a subspace of W of all u = (u~, qojk, a)  which satisfy the boundary conditions 
u i=O,  (Pjk =0,  a=0 on S,. (10) 
On W× W we define the bilinear form A(v,u) by 
A ( ~, u) = .~ { Cijmnemn( ll )g.ij( V ) -{- Gmnij[ eij( V )Tmn( lt ) + C.ij(ll )~mn( V )] 
--}-Fmnrij[~ij(1J)Zmnr(lt ) -}- ~ij(tl)~mnr(l~)] + BijmnTij(1))~mn(lt) 
~- Dijmnr[Tij(IJ)Zmnr(H ) ~- ~?ij(ll)~mnr(V)] -~ AijkmnrZijk(V)Zmnr(ll) 
+ ai j[ei j (V)a 21- eij(//)])] --~ bi j [Ti j (v)a -{- 7ij(//)~)] 
+ cijk[Zijk(v)a + Zijk(U)7] + dijk[eij(v)a,k + eij(u)y,k] 
+ Cijlc[Tijk(V)a,l~ + ]~(/(U)~/,k] + fjkm[Zijk(l))~r,m + )~ijk(U)~/,m] 
+ d~[a?,g + 7ai] + g*fl, iT,j + Cay} dV, (11 ) 
where 
u = (u .  q~j~, ~), v = (v~, gk,  7), 
<Au)  = ~(uj, i + ui j ) ,  ~ij(v) = ~(1)j, i 2¢_ Ui, j ) ,  
~ij(U) = Uj, i -- ~Oij , ~)ij(v) = l)j, i -- ~lij , 
Zi jk(u)  = cpjk, i, Z~jk(v) = ~k,,.  
We assume that the constitutive coefficients are bounded measurable functions in B which satisfy 
(6). From (11) and (6) we deduce 
A(v,u) =A(u,v) ,  (12) 
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f 
A(u,u) = JR [Cijmn~'ij(U)F'mn(U) .3f_ 2 Gijmn~ij( U)Tmn( U ) 
-~ 2Fl~mnr~ij(U)Zmnr(U ) ~-Bijmn~ij(u)])mn(U ) 
-[- 2Dijmnr'~ij(U)Zmnr(U ) + AijkmnrZijk(U)Zmnr(U) "[- 2aijeij(U)a 
+ 2biiY~j(u)o" + 2cijkZijk(u)a + 2dijk~ij(u)crk + 2eij~ij(u)a,k 
q- 2 fjkmZijk(U)O',m -~- 2diaff, i + gija, ia,j -~- ~0 "2] dV, 
and, thus, 
= 2f8 UdV, A(u,u) 




A(v, u) = f (v)  + g(v) 
holds for each v E V. It follows from (15) and (13) that 
v) >~ 2e f~ [eij(13)~.ij(l~ ) -I- "Yij(l~)Tij(l~) + gijk(IJ)gijk(V ) "~- 7, i7,i "~ 7 2] dV, A(v, 




energy density associated to u = (ui, q~jk, a) and suppose that 
a positive definite quadratic form, i.e. there exists a positive constant e such that 
Cijmn xijXmn q- 2GijmnXij Ymn + 2FtjmnrXijZmnr q- BijmnYij Ymn 
q- 2DijmnrYijZmnr q-AijkmnrZijkZmnr "q- 2aijxijco + 2bijyijco + 2Cijkzijkco 
+ 2dijkxijwk + 2Cijky~jwk + 2fijkmZijkWm ~- 2dicowi q- gijWiWj -~- ~(D 2 
>~c(xijxij +YijYij + ZijkZijk + WiWi + CO2), (15) 
for all x~j, yij, zijk, w~ and co. 
Now, we introduce the functionals 
f (v)  = f Q(Fiv i ~- Gjkl~k +Lv)dV, 
d l J  
(16) 
g(V) : ~ (£iVi -[- ~jk[/Ijk -~ ~lj) dA, 
i 
where v = (vi,~Pj~,7) E W and ~,Fi, Gjk,LEL2(B). 
Let fi = (hi, qSjk, 6 )E  W be such that fii, ~bjk, ff on Su may be obtained by means of the embedding 
of  the WI,=(B) into Lz(Su). 
The element u = (ui, ~ojk, a )E  W is called weak (or 9eneralizated) solution of the boundary value 
problem, if 
u-~EV (17) 
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We consider the operators Nkv, k = 1,2 . . . .  ,49, mapping W into L2(B) 
N3+i v = ~2i(v), N6+/v = e3i(v), N /v  = Eli(V), 
N9+i v = ])li(V), 
NI8+i v = ZlIi(i~), 
N27+~v = Z2~(v) ,  
N36+/1~ = ZsI/(V), 
N45+i v = 0" i(V), 
NI2+il~ = ~2i( i~),  
N21+iv = Zl2i(v),  
N30+ii~ = Z22i(i~), 
N39+i1~ = Z32i(i~), 
Nls+~V = 73~(v), 
N24+il) = ~13i(v), 
N33+iv = ~23i(1~), 
N42+iv = Z33/(1~), 
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(20) 
N49v = a(v), (i = 1,2,3). 
It is easy to see that, in fact, the Nkv operators defined above have the general form 
Nkv=~ ~ nkr~OZVr, p=lc~l, (21) 
r=l p<~k,. 
where nk,~ are bounded and measureable on B and D ~ is 
O ~ -- 
The Nkv operators form a coercive system on W if, for each v E W, we have 
49 13 
~_,lgkvl~,,~, + y-'lvrl~2(~,>>-c, lvl~, e~>0, (22) 
k=l r=l 
where cl does not depend on v. Also, [. ]L2, [ ]w denote the usual norms in Lz(B) and W, respectively. 
We have the following theorem [2]: 
Theorem 1. Let np~ be constants for I~1 = ks. Then the Nkv system is coercive on W if and only 
if the rank of the matrix 
is equal to m for each ~ E C3, ~ ¢ O, where C3 denotes the complex three-dimensional space and 
~ = ~, ~ ~.  
We assume furthermore that for each v C W 
49 
A(v,v) >/c2 Z 2 INkvlLz(8), c2>0, (24) 
k=l 
where Ca does not depend on v. Let {49 } 
= v~ V,~-~lNkvl2(~)=O . (25)  
k=l 
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We denote by V/~ the factor space of classes fi = {v + p, v E V, p E ~} with the norm 
I lv/. --inf Iv+ pJw. 
pE,~ 
From [2] we deduce the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Assume that A(v,u)=[~,ti] defines a bilinear form for each ~,ft from W/~, u E ~, v E ~. 
Further, we suppose that (22) and (24) hold. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a weak solution of  the boundary-value problem is 
p E ~ ~ f (p )  ÷ g(P) = 0. (26) 
Further, 
A(v,v)>~c3iv[w/~, c3 >0, (27) 
for every ~ E W/~. 
Now, we shall apply the above results to prove the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution 
of our boundary-value problem. Clearly, from (19) and (20), we obtain (24). The matrix (23) has 
the rank 13 for each ~ E C3, ~ ¢ 0. Thus, by Theorem 1, we conclude that the system of Ns operators, 
defined in (20), is coercive on W. According to the definition (25) of ~,  for each v E ~,  we have 
~ij(v) = 0, 7q(v) = 0, 7 = 0, 
such that 
= {v = (vi, ~k, 7) E V, vi = ag +eqkbjxk,~jk = ej~bs, 7= 0}, (28) 
where a/ and b/ are arbitrary constants and e~jk is the alternating symbol. 
First, we assume that Su is a nonempty set. Then we deduce that 
and (26) is satisfied. In view of Theorem 2, it follows that 
Theorem 3. Let ~ = {0}. There exists one and only one weak solution u E W. 
Let us consider the case when Su is empty. Then ~ is given by (28), where ai and b~ are arbitrary 
constants. We are led to the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of  a weak solution u E W of  
the traction problem are given by 
f eFidV+fB idA=O, 
f. + + + =0, 
where eqk is the alternating symbol. 
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